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PRASANTHI KADIRIMANGALAM
: +91 9959239185
: prasanthikadirimangalam@gmail.com

Objective:

To work in a challenging environment which enhances my professional career leveraging my
technical expertise and add more value to my job by giving the best of my knowledge and ability.

Career Summary:

 Professional with 1.8 years of experience in IT industry, which includes Visual Basics
(vb.net), MS SQL SERVER.

 Presently working as OTM consultant in Srujan Softtech, Tirupathi.
 Experience in Installation and configuration of different applications in various operating

environments of windows servers.
 Worked in designing, implementation and deployment of windows applications using

visual studio.
 Possess high working qualities with good interpersonal skills, high motivation, fast learner,

good team player and very proactive in problem solving to provide best solutions.
 Completed certified course in “DATA SCIENCE (MACHINE LEARNING,ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE,DEEP LEARNING, NLP)”

Technical Skills:

Programming &Web
Technologies CORE JAVA, DOTNET(VB.NET), PYTHON, R, HTML, JAVASCRIPT

Testing Tools Win runner, QTP

Database MSSQL

Operating Systems WINDOWS 2000, XP, 07

Data Mining Tool KNIME

Others

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, MACHINE LEARNING, DEEP LEARNING,
NLP

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

 Software Developer, TJSOFT Solutions, Tirupathi from MAY-2017 to AUGUST - 2018.
 Software Developer “virtus it solutions" from OCTOBER 2016 to APRIL 2017.

mailto:prasanthikadirimangalam@gmail.com


Live Project on Artificial Intelligence

Description
Developing an AI based voice bot which will helps health workers to develop knowledge in

an urgent health situation of patient or for learning purpose. The health workers also have option
to test his knowledge through quiz.

Goals:

1. Develop a voicebot which will interact with health worker in a hospital when health
workers need its help under some certain critical conditions when Doctor is not available on
spot.

2. Creating a protocol of learning in an interactive way.

3. Develop a quiz programme for the health workers after the

4. Training on any context is over.

Projects Done

PROJECT-1:
 Project Name : GOODS & SERVICES TAX
 Technologies/Tools : Visual studio, SQL Server
 Team Size : 2

Description:
The Goods and Services Tax (GST) is a value added tax that will replace all indirect taxes levied on
goods and services by the Government, both Central and States, once it is implemented. The GST is
all set to consolidate all State economies. Details of any particular record can be searched easily by
providing its id or name. A tax invoice is generally issued to charge the tax and pass on the input
tax credit. A GST compliant tax invoice is a bill which will have mandatory information some of
which are Name, address and GSTIN of the supplier Invoice number, HSNcode. A bill
of supply is similar to a tax invoice except that bill of supply does not contain any tax amount as the
seller cannot charge GST to the buyer.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
 Involved in the requirement gathering, analysing functional documents and workflow from the

clients and designing of prototypes based on that.
 Coding of several modules related to Admin and Security functionality as per the business

requirements and preparing technical specification documents for those functionalities.
 Active participation in regular project status meetings, client calls and always acted as the sole

point of contact for all the functionalities developed by me.
 Involved in developing the GUI forms.
 Used SQL statements and procedures to fetch the data from the database.
 Drafting reports with the help of the Crystal Reports tools and creating project presentations.



PROJECT-2:
Project Name : Hotel Management System
Technologies/Tools : VB.NET, visual studio, SQL Server
Team Size : 2

Description:
Hotel Management System project maintains record of customers, room booking, hotel

checking, check out etc. This project reduces work load on hotel staff and help in running hotel
management related works. Details of any particular record can be searched easily by providing its
id or name. New records can be easily adds in the database, existing records can be easily modified
later on too. If any record is found useless it can be deleted easily by the authorized user of the
system. Only permitted users can view, modify or delete its data, no other persons can access hotel
database.

RESPONSIBILITIES:

 Involved in the requirement gathering, analysing functional documents and workflow from the
clients and designing of prototypes based on that.

 Designing of underlying architecture along with other members of the team and preparing the
base code for the application.

 Training the end user or client on the final product as well as providing technical support
whenever required.

 Drafting reports with the help of the Crystal Reports tools and creating project presentations.
 Used SQL statements and procedures to fetch the data from the database.

Education:

Declaration:

I hereby declare that all the information furnished above is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

Place: Tirupathi Yours Sincerely,

YEAR EXAMINATION INSTITUTE BOARD/UNIVERSITY AGGREGATE

2014 M.Tech
SREE VIDYANIKETHAN
ENGINEERING COLLEGE JNTU Anantapur 83.3%

2012 B.Tech YITS JNTU Anantapur 71.6%

2008 INTER SRI CHAITANYA Intermediate Board 82.8%

2006 S.S.C VISWAM HIGH SCHOOL
BOARD OF SECONDAY
SCHOOL 82.8%



Date: K. Prasanthi
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